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Living in the Past Community Archaeology Project 
Participating in Archaeological Building Investigations and Surveys
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Why Participate? 
Public and community participation will pilot new ways of investigating working class domestic 
life in the Victorian period and early 20th century, in an attempt to explore the ‘hidden histories’ 
of those rarely given a ‘voice’ in history. The traces of everyday existence within and across 
neighbourhoods, towns and cities, regions, and beyond, will be examined and compared, in 
order to broaden understanding of how changes at the national and regional level affected, and 
were effected by, the individual, family, and community.   
 
LIP aims to collaborate with households and communities in collecting and sharing information 
that relates to domestic life (primarily urban working-class, housing within the study region, but 
also including and lower middle-class households) during the Victorian period to the end of the 
Second World War in Britain. 
 Surveys may be able to determine the different ways in which past generations lived during 
this time, by comparing evidence between other households (both different and similar) nearby 
and in different locations, and by examining this evidence alongside a range of other sources.  
 Project-specific guidelines will be available in due course, so that, if preferred, residents / 
householders may undertake their own surveys (also see the Archaeological Resources Page on 
the Project website, where external guides to building investigations are now available). This 
information sheet briefly outlines the procedures for enabling project access to your home.                                                     

What area does the project currently cover, and what type of 
housing is of interest? 

The project investigates housing that dates to 
before c.1945, of the following types (guidance 
on estimating the age of domestic buildings will 
be available through the project website, or by 
contacting the project).  

 Small Terraced Housing (see the photo 
overleaf) 

 Social Housing (Council Houses and 
Charitable Housing Trust Accommodation) 

 Larger housing with evidence for domestic 
servants (see website for further information, 
or by contacting the project) 

Dating your home,  or determining 
whether it  was built  on the  site of  earlier housing  

Historic maps can be accessed at Local Studies Libraries or online (e.g. 
http://wtp2.appspot.com/wheresthepath.htm, or old-maps.co.uk: enter your postcode to see 
changes to your local area). Some online census records are searchable by address (e.g. 
http://www.findmypast.co.uk/content/search-menu/census-land-and-surveys), and may also 
be accessible through local studies libraries. If accessed from home, there is a charge to view 
records; however, it is usually free to search: this should indicate the presence of housing 1841 
- 1911 (but be aware that streets names may change over time, and that the census only 
records occupied buildings). 
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 Participants and contributors do so on the understanding that they have read and agree to the Terms and Conditions of 

participation and contribution (available on the LIP Project webpage, or by contacting the project. See the Project webpage, 
or contact the project, for information on privacy and data protection policies.   
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Building investigations and analysis: collaboration  

Residents may be able to undertake archaeological building investigation independently by 
using LIP investigations packs. For those who feel they need more support to do this, or would 
prefer (a) Team Member(s) to carry out a survey; and it may be useful for (a) Team Member(s) 
to examine and record some housing, in the light of specialist knowledge.  

LIP archaeological building surveys and investigations: 
preliminary information  

Arranging a  team -guided survey  

If interested in arranging a specialist or team-
guided survey contact the project through the 
website, or via the details at the top of the 
page. Enquiries should include post-code and 
house number or name (e.g. 8/De1 3RT); the 
street name and general location would also 
help, along with a brief description of the 
housing. An investigation may take between 1-
2 hours (which might be split this into several 
sessions), or longer if a full survey is planned. 

What happens during LIP bu ilding survey s and investigations?  

Investigations of building interiors will include examinations of room layout; walls, floors, and 
ceilings; and the remains of early fittings and features (such as doors, fireplaces, and cornice); 
and subsequent modifications; measurements and photographs of rooms and historically 
significant features will be taken; attempts will be made to exclude any personal items. Existing 
scuffs to walls and paint (which might reveal earlier finishes) will be examined; it will be very 
useful if cupboard interiors might be investigated, as they are often contain remains of early 
finishes.  
 Investigations of building exteriors will adopt a similar approach, but will also consider the 
environment within which the house is situated; the street, yard, and garden are of interest, as 
well as the outside of the house. Measurements may again be taken, and photos will probably 
be taken of early features, fixtures, and fittings. If there are any remains of the old ‘privy’, it will 
be useful to investigate these. 

What will  happen to this  information?   

The historical background of participant households will be investigated, examining census 
(1841 - 1911) and other information (such as historic maps). This information may be presented 
alongside photos of significant features, and building plans, on the project website (names of 
residents / householders, exact location of the housing, and where possible, personal items 
within photos, will be omitted from the public domain). Data (such as room sizes and numbers) 
will be recorded on project maps and databases (again, personal information will not be 
displayed in the public domain without permission).  
 
There are other ways to participate within the project – including archaeological garden 
surveys, and oral history interviews; the contribution of reminiscences and family histories, 
photos, and other sources provide additional routes for taking part.  
 
By participating and contributing information, residents may help throw light upon ‘hidden 
histories’, broadening understanding of working-class domestic life during the Victorian period 
and early 20th century – a neglected area for archaeological studies.  
 
For any further information, please see the project website, or contact the project.  
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